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 Part A :  
 
 

1. Setup an account at https://rxn.res.ibm.com/ by clicking START YOU NEXT PROJECT 

2. Click LOGIN and SIGN UP for an account 

3. Click START NEW PROJECT  , name it as “your last name”PartA and add 

healy@stedwards.edu as a collaborator 

4. Draw the molecule fluoxetine (Prozac, shown right) in 

space provided: [Benzene ring selected from bottom 

panel; bond type can be selected on upper part of left 

panel; atom type can be changed using panel on the 

right]  

5. Select RUN RETROSYNTHESIS 

6. Use default options and select RUN RETROSYNTHESIS ( this will take a couple of 

minutes) 

7. When it finishes click ADD SEQUENCE TO COLLECTION  

If you do a retrosynthesis project in stages it's important to note 

that when you logon a second time it's necessary to click the 

"project name", click COLLECTIONS on the upper right and 

select RETROSYNTHESIS. This will return to to all the retro 

steps that you have saved already and you can continue your work 

by selecting NEW REACTION on the upper right. If you have 

forgotten to save a step, or if you want to look another analysis 

that was not saved, click the "project name", select ATTEMPTS 

on the upper panel and click RETROSYNTHESIS. 

https://rxn.res.ibm.com/
mailto:healy@stedwards.edu


8. Click “project name” in the upper left panel to return to 

RETROSYNTHESIS COLLECTION 

9. Click NEW REACTION and draw the structure shown 

to the right in space provided.  

10. Select RUN RETROSYNTHESIS 

11. Use default options and select RUN RETROSYNTHESIS ( this will take a couple of 

minutes) 

12. When it finishes click SEQUENCE 7 (right panel), click  ADD SEQUENCE TO 

COLLECTION . 

13. Click “project name” in the upper left panel to return to RETROSYNTHESIS 

COLLECTION 

14. Click SEQUENCE_7xxx choose ACTIONS VIEW and identify first two steps of the 

synthesis (electrophilic addition to a double bond, followed by a Grignard Reaction) 

15. Click “project name” in the upper left panel to return to RETROSYNTHESIS 

COLLECTION 

16. Click SEQUENCE_0xxx choose ACTIONS VIEW and identify first two steps of the 

synthesis (SN2 reaction of an alcohol , followed by nucleophilic attack by methyl amine) 

17. Click “project name” in the upper left panel to return to RETROSYNTHESIS 

COLLECTION 



18. Take a screen shot (Fn plus END keys in windows / Shift Command plus 3 on a Mac) of 

your RETROSYNTHESIS COLLECTION, see above: 

 

Retrosynthesis  is working backwards from a "target" (in this case Prozac) to a set of smaller 
molecules that can be easily purchased (you dont have to worry about that here). This is what 
this software does using artifical intelligence to produce the pathway SEQUENCE_0xxx, in this 
case working back to an "intermediate molecule". SEQUENCE_7xxx then predicts how you 
work back from this "intermediate molecule" to much smaller ones. Clicking SEQUENCE_7xxx 
and choosing ACTIONS VIEW identifies the first two steps of the synthesis i.e. electrophilic 
addition to a double bond, followed by a Grignard Reaction. Clicking SEQUENCE_0xxx and 
choosing ACTIONS VIEW you identify the last two steps of the synthesis  i.e. SN2 reaction of 
an alcohol , followed by nucleophilic attack by methyl amine. A "synthetic scheme” is the step-
by-step sequence obtained by putting these four reactions together, starting from the 3-carbon 
fragment. Reactants are separated by a + ( for example + HBr) and the solvent (for example 
diethyl ether) is placed over the arrow () leading to the product. 
 
Submit a file on Canvas as a pdf or .doc file (filename: “your last name”PartA )with the screen 
shot and the synthesis as described. 
 
 

Synthetic scheme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


